
Executive committee–meeting minutes
20220505 12.30–1.30pm

Welcome from Eira Punt
Apology from Deborah Mann
Attendees Sandra McLellan, Eira Punt, Lee McGarva, Hayley Roberts and Renée Roos

1. Confirmation of last minutes 24/03/2022—website report and update from Rahla.

Matters arising: 

2. Treasurer's report. Renee. End of financial year. Renee to send info to the auditor. Money
coming in for convention and for memberships.
Guidelines for claims: IYNZ pays an honorarium. IYNZ has the issue of ‘loss of income’ and
honorarium for assessors (paying twice). Renee’s suggestion: pay honorarium only. Total:
$300–$375 (figure to be worked out). Eira clarified: loss of income is for assessors who cannot
teach due to assessing. Attendees at All Assessors were claiming clarification needed here.
Claiming what - loss of income and honorarium?

 
3. Post office box: arrange association payment for PO box in Ponsonby. Renee to action. 
4. Discuss approval for name of studio: Vanessa Bramley. Eira took to A&TT and the

Moderator’s Group. All agreed to the name. 
5. Teacher trainee wishing to change trainers: from Eira punt to Marcia Leite. Marcia is a mentor

not a teacher trainer. Melodie Batchelor will supervise this mentorship and sign the trainee off for
assessment when she is ready to sit. This follows the new IYNZ guidelines. 

6. Lunch for committee members at Raglan convention. Potentially 20 people. Approx $600
$25-$30 per head. Suggestion for Saturday lunchtime. Renee advised there is money for this. 

7. Honorarium of $100 for attendees at special assessors meeting on 30/3/22. Hayley:
suggestion for treasurer to do monthly/yearly forecast of income: memberships, events, & costs:
meeting & assessment expenses. Renee: agreed and will put a list together. Eira: suggestion
Renee get together with Jyoteeka & Dimelza regarding income & expenditure. Renee agreed.

8. Google docs training with Tamar. Eira: some committee members do not know how to use
google docs & training will help. It was unclear whether the proposal was $100 per person or
$100 per session. The request for 1-2 sessions at $100/session was approved by the committee.

9. Discussion with IYNZ members regarding how they have managed/coped during
COVID-19 pandemic. A suggestion was for people to submit articles to the Yoga Link. It was
decided that a gathering at the Raglan convention to discuss covid, was not appropriate.
Hayley: students will be attending not just studio owners. The convention should be a positive
event. Eira to ask Kathleen to email the membership to ask for a submission of articles/vignettes
discussing/sharing their coping strategies/experience during covid. 

10. COVID-19 policy during the Raglan convention. There is a Raglan Hall covid policy.
Renee to send to Kathleen. Hayley: send this policy out 1 day before convention. IYNZ policy will
be to withdraw attendance if feeling sick. Mask use to be optional. be considerate.

11. Website: A&TT data confidentiality and privacy. Hayley and Tamar to meet, discuss and feed
back to the Exec Committee. Wireframe is complete. Kylie is producing content. Rahla to be paid
for website wireframes: $600. It is cost saving for IYNZ having Rahla doing it rather than a
website developer. Wireframes to be taken to designers/developers for quote. $10,000 proposed
however could cost more. Interactive website. Hayley suggested we could do a fundraiser if it
costs more. 

Items deferred until next meeting: 

1. Catering at assessments
2. Discuss fee structure for IYNZ
3. Discuss A&TT request for changes to venue hire policy
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Next meeting Thursday 2/6/2022
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